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Abstract
The stability of spin ofmacroscopic quantum states to intrinsic noise is studied for non-resonantly-
pumped optically-trapped polariton condensates.We demonstrate ﬂipping between the two spin-
polarised states with>104 slow-down of theﬂip rate by tuning the optical pumppower. Individual
spinﬂips faster than 50 ps are time resolved using single-shot streak camera imaging.We reproduce
our results within amean-ﬁeldmodel accounting for cross-spin scattering between excitons and
polaritons, yielding a ratio of cross- to co-spin scattering of∼0.6, in contrast with previous literature
suggestions.
1. Introduction
Exciton–polaritons are light–matter excitations arising from the strong-coupling of photons and excitons in
semiconductormicrocavities [1]. Under non-resonant excitation, polaritons condense into a single quantum
state and spontaneously developmacroscopic coherence [2]. Thismany-body state can be used to study different
aspects of nonlinear dissipativemany-body physics [3], with potential integration into optoelectronic devices
[4, 5]. Developingways of effectively trapping and controlling polariton condensates has been the subject of
intense research [6–10]. Optical trappingmethods are particularly ﬂexible since they allow on-the-ﬂy tuning of
the condensate [11–13], and using spatially-patterned non-resonant pumps has proven to be a particularly
simple and robustmethod. Using this technique, it is possible to create and control trapped polariton
condensates [14–16], as well as larger arrays of condensates inwhich to study phase transitions in lattices
[17, 18]. An unexpected result of this optical trapping is the observation of a parity-breaking symmetry
bifurcationwhere the condensate spontaneously adopts amacroscopic spin and emits corresponding right- or
left-circular polarisation [19], thanks to the reduced interactions with reservoir excitons. Nevertheless,
ﬂuctuations coming from the scattering of excitons into the condensate are an inherent internal source of noise
for the polariton condensate [20–23].
Here we study the inﬂuence of this shot-noise on the stability of the circularly-polarised steady states of a
trapped exciton–polariton condensate.We show that, under speciﬁc conditions, this noise is sufﬁciently large to
destabilise the two steady-statemacroscopic spins, leading to stochastic polarisation ﬂipping dynamics.While
stochastic formation of a polarised condensate has been reported before [23–25], the stochastic behaviour
reported here occurs above the condensation threshold and is between two speciﬁc circularly polarised states,
not thewhole of the Poincare sphere.
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We show that the condensate spin ﬂip rate changes near-exponentially with pumppower by four orders of
magnitude, initially decreasingwith power but increasing again at higher powers. This non-monotonous
variation of the dwell time contrasts with a similar systembased on vertical-cavity lasers where increasing power
monotonously decreases their polarisation dwell time [26]. The unexpected power dependence of the spin-ﬂip
rate found here can only be explained by considering cross-spin scattering between the exciton reservoir and the
polariton condensate. This adds a cross-spin gain saturation in thewidely usedmean-ﬁeldmodels of polariton
condensation [22, 27], and is needed to fully account for the spin degree of freedomof the exciton reservoir.We
shownumerically how this new term leads to an instability of the polarisation steady states at high pumping,
which ﬁrst leads to the formation of limit cycle polarisation oscillations and subsequently to chaotic behaviour
due to limit cyclemerging. These different polarisation steady states intuitively explain the experimentally-
measuredﬂip frequencies.
Finally, we use single-shot streak camera imaging to time-resolve individual spin ﬂips.We observe that spin
ﬂips can occurwith awide range of timescales, even under the same experimental conditions.Wemeasure spin
ﬂips to be at least as fast as 50 ps, of the same order ofmagnitude as the polariton lifetime. Combinedwith our
experimental observation of 100MHz spin ﬂipping andwith simulated spin ﬂipping reaching 10 GHz, this puts
a polariton randomnumber generator (RNG) on a parwith state-of-the-art laser diode systems [28].
2.Optically tuneableﬂip rate
We start by considering the spinﬂip dynamics of an individual optically-trapped polariton condensate.We use a
5λ/2GaAsmicrocavity (Q>16 000), with a detuning of−2 to−3 meV andRabi splitting of 9 meV (details in
[29]). Non-resonant pumping is achievedwith a linearly-polarised continuous-wave laser (750 nm), chopped
into 5 ms pulses using an acousto-opticmodulator to avoid sample heating. Sample position, laser powers, and
condensate densities are the same as those in [19]. The emitted light from themicrocavity isﬁltered,
polarisation-resolved and recordedwith two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and a 5 GS s−1 (1 GHz) digital
oscilloscope. The time resolution is here limited by the rise time of the PMT (∼2 ns).
A spatial lightmodulator is used to shape the non-resonant laser into four diffraction-limited pump spots
arranged in a 12 μmsquare.When focused on the semiconductormicrocavity device, each pump spot creates a
plasma of free carriers, blueshifting all the electronic energy levels through repulsive Coulomb interactions. The
free carriers thermally relax, forming an exciton reservoir at the non-resonant laser spots. The exciton reservoir
thermally relaxes, forming polaritons that accumulate at the bottomof the potential well inside the pump
pattern [14, 19]. For appropriately chosen separations between the pump spots and sufﬁciently high powers
(ﬁgure 1(a)), these polaritons form amacroscopically coherent state, with the polariton condensate trapped
inside the pump spot potential (ﬁgure 1(b)) and remaining in the strong coupling regime (ﬁgure 1(c))10.
These spatially-trapped condensates have been shown to exhibit a parity breaking transitionwith increasing
power, where the initially-stable linearly-polarised condensate bifurcates into two circularly-polarised steady
states, stochastically forming in one spin or its opposite every time it condenses [19]. This is also found to be the
case here (ﬁgure 1(f)). The origin of these two parity-breaking states is closely related to self-trapping in coupled
nonlinearmodes and relies on energy and dissipation differences between two orthogonal linearmodes of the
polariton ﬁeld, togetherwith an asymmetry in the nonlinearity between spin-up and spin-down polaritons [19].
The fact that this bifurcation can be observed onlywith trapped condensates is a direct consequence of the spatial
separation of the condensate and the exciton reservoir, leading to increased sensitivity of the polariton
condensate to energy and dissipation inhomogeneities of the sample.
Here, despite spatial separation from the exciton reservoirs, weﬁnd that the two stable spin-polarised steady
states can be destabilised due to randomnoise from reservoir pumping, leading to stochastic spin dynamics
(ﬁgures 1(d), (e)). Above a critical bifurcation threshold (P=1.2Pth), we observe two nearly circularly polarised
states (ﬁgure 1(f)). Themagnitude of the spin (given by the degree of circular polarization of the emission) of the
two spin-polarised states rapidly increases with power immediately after the bifurcation, followed by a slow
decrease at even higher powers (P>1.7Pth). In addition to changes in the spin amplitude for the circularly-
polarised states, we observe stochastic ﬂipping between the two states (ﬁgures 1(d), (e)). By appropriately
analysing this dynamic spin evolution, we extract the average ﬂip rate at different powers (ﬁgure 1(g)). For pump
powers just above the bifurcation thresholdwe observe a rapid decrease of the spinﬂip rate bymore than four
10
The particle number, n=Φτ|C|−2, whereΦ is the photon ﬂux, τ= 10 ps is the polariton lifetime, and |C|2= 0.4 is the photonHopﬁeld
coefﬁcient. The photon ﬂux ismeasured on aCCDusingΦ=αR/ηwhereα= 3.5 e−/count is the photoelectron sensitivity, η= 0.0021 is
the total detection efﬁciency including the camera quantum efﬁciency and the total optical transmission efﬁciencies, andR = 1.9× 1010 s−1
is the spatially integrated count rate of the CCD.This gives a particle number of∼800 atP= 1.7Pth. Combiningwith the condensate FWHM
width of 6 μm,or area of 28 μm2, gives a density of 3.5× 108 cm−2. This ismuch lower than densities at which saturation occurs.
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orders ofmagnitude. This is followed however by a slow increase over a similar range. These trendsmatch the
increase and decrease of the spin amplitudes seen inﬁgure 1(f).
Our experiments are limited by the PMT rise time tomeasuring spin-ﬂip rates below 0.5 GHz, but as wewill
see later, our simulations show thatGHz ﬂip rates can be exceeded. Additionally, we have previously
experimentally demonstrated stable circularly-polarised condensates that remain in the same spin for seconds at
a time [19], giving us a 9 order-of-magnitude range overwhichwe can optically control the spin-ﬂip rate.
The initial fast decrease of theﬂip rate (ﬁgure 1(g)) and the fast increase of the spinmagnitude (ﬁgure 1(f))
can be understood phenomenologically within the physics of spin bifurcation [19]. Just after the bifurcation
threshold, the two new circularly-polarised states which have small spinmagnitudes are easily destabilised and
randomnoise easily initiates ﬂips. The inﬂuence of noise decreases as the power increases and the two spin states
move further away from each other on the Poincare sphere. However, neither the decrease in themagnitude of
the spin nor the increase of the ﬂip rate at higher powers can be explainedwithin previousmodels of polariton
condensation and require new physics to be considered, as we showbelow.
Figure 1. (a)Microcavity excitation conﬁguration, gives (b) real-space coherent condensate emission (pump spotsmarked by dashed
white circles) and (c)momentum space strong-coupling condensate above threshold, which is blueshifted from the lower polariton
branch due to polariton nonlinearities. (d), (e)Example spin time traces showing (d) fast and (e) slowﬂip rates. (f) 2Dprobability
density of spin versus power, extracted from10 experimental realisations. Larger spin noise at low powers (<1.3Pth) arises fromweak
emission just above condensation threshold (Pth). (g)Extracted ﬂip rate versus pumppower. Solid line is a guide to the eye. (b,c)
modiﬁed from [19].
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3. Cross-spin reservoir scattering
To fully account for the spin degree of freedom,we extend previousmodels of polariton condensates coupled to
an exciton reservoir [22, 27].We consider a spinor exciton reservoir, where each spin component of the reservoir
can feed the polariton condensate of the same spin (s) or the opposite spin (o), with two different ratesRs andRo,
respectively:
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where n+/− are the number densities of spin up/down exciton reservoirs,ψ+/− are the spin up/down
components of the condensate wavefunction, andP is the pumping rate. The values of exciton linewidth ( xГ ),
polariton linewidth ( pГ ), and energy (ε) and dissipation (γ) difference between horizontal and vertical
polarisation are spectroscopicallymeasured on our speciﬁc sample [19], while same-spin (α1) and cross-spin
(α2)nonlinearities have beenmeasured for similar samples [30]. The last term accounts forﬂuctuations due to
the pumping, with dW± being two independent complexGaussian randomvariables with 〈dW±
* dW±〉=dt,
where dt is the time step [20, 22, 23].We consider the case where overlap between condensate and exciton
reservoirs is small and hence nonlinearities due to the reservoirs have been neglected.
Wework in a regimewhere the exciton reservoir dynamics aremuch faster than those of the polaritons [22]
and the reservoir occupations adjust adiabatically to the condensate occupation, leading to:
n
P
R R
. 2
x s o
2 2y y= + +  Г ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
Previous work has generally worked in limiting cases of equation (1), assuming thatRowas sufﬁciently small
to be neglected [31, 32], or assuming that cross-scattering into biexcitonswas themain process so thatRs=0
[33], or simply assumingRo/Rs=1 [19, 23]. None of these limiting assumptions are able to explain the results
presented here.We note that equation (1) is phenomenological and does not capture the precise details of
microscopic scattering processes described elsewhere [30, 32, 34, 35]. The cross-spin scattering (Ro) presented
here cannot be used to directly extract the exciton–polariton scattering constants. Nevertheless, equation (1) still
provides a qualitative prediction for the experimental spin ﬂip rates, conﬁrming that the value of cross-spin
scattering between polariton condensates cannot simply be assumed in phenomenologicalmodels.
We simulate the spin dynamics of equation (1) using a 4th order Runge–Kutta numerical solver evolving
over 1 μs, for 10 different realisationswith random initial conditions. From these time-resolved spin traces
(ﬁgures 2(a), (b)), we observe that as the power is increased, there is a clear bifurcation from a linearly-polarised
state to two circularly polarised states with rapidly increasingmagnitude of spin (ﬁgure 2(c)). This is followed by
a slow decrease of themagnitude of the spin of the two circularly polarised states, in close similarity with
experimental data (ﬁgure 1(f)). Thewidening of the lines afterP∼2Pth does not agree with our experiment but,
as wewill see later, thewidening is due to spin oscillations at rates faster than the 2 ns resolution of our
experimental setup.
Another difference between the simulations and the experiment is that themaximumcondensate spin for
the simulations (0.9 inﬁgure 2(c)) is higher than in experiment (0.6 inﬁgure 1(c)). There are two reasons for this.
First, the noise level of the high speed PMTs (∼20%) reduces themeasured degree of polarisation. Secondly, the
maximum spin is equal to the ratio between the energy (ε) and dissipation (γ) splittings [19], which cannot be
directlymeasured.Optimisation of these parameters in the simulations is computationally very costly andwill
be the subject of future work.
The spin-ﬂip rates extracted fromour simulations (ﬁgure 2(d))match the experimental data (ﬁgure 1(e))
verywell. Using the ratio of cross- to co-spin scattering as the only adjustable parameter, and keeping the total
scattering rateRo+Rs constant, weﬁnd qualitative agreementwhenRo/Rs∼0.6.Hence the cross-spin channel
does give signiﬁcant scattering, but is only about half the rate of the same-spin channel.We note obtaining
4
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improved agreement at higher powers would require higher time-resolutionwhich is experimentally
problematic (see below).
A better qualitative understanding of these phenomena emerges when looking at the solutions in the absence
of noise and for a larger range of pumping powers than are easily accessible experimentally (ﬁgure 3). Plotting
theﬂattened surface of the Poincare sphere (ﬁgure 3(b))makes it possible to visualise the full dynamics of the
Figure 2.Example spin traces frommodel showing (a) slow and (b) fast ﬂip rates. (c) 2Dprobability density of spin versus power.
(d)Extracted ﬂip rate versus power. No spinﬂips were observed between 1.5Pth and 1.8Pth for the simulated time ranges. Parameter
values: 0.1 ps ,x 1= -Г 1 ps ,p 1= -Г α1=0.01 ps−1,α2=−0.005 ps−1, ε=0.1 ps−1, γ=0.01 ps−1,Rs=0.1225 ps−1,
Ro=0.0775 ps
−1.
Figure 3. (a) 2Dprobability density of spin versus power. Dashed rectangular regionsmark linearly-polarised (blue), spin-bifurcation
(green), limit cycle (red), chaotic (purple), and period-doubling (cyan) phases. (b) Flattened surface of the Poincare sphere: vertical is
z-coordinate in Poincare space (degree of circular polarisation), while horizontal corresponds to azimuthal angle (direction of linear
polarisation component).
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spin. As before, with increasing power a single linearly-polarised state (P=1.125Pth) splits into two circularly
polarised states (P=1.25Pth), which rapidly develop strong circular polarisation,moving towards the poles of
the Poincare sphere. Further increase of the pumppower leads to the two circularly polarised steady states
turning into limit cycles (P=1.875Pth) through aHopf bifurcation. These oscillations have periods of∼30 ps,
faster than can be experimentally detected, explaining the apparent broadening of the steady states seen in the
simulations (ﬁgure 2(a)) but not in the experiment (ﬁgure 1(a)).With increasing power, the oscillations increase
in amplitude (P=2.25Pth)until theymerge (P=2.8Pth, red line) into a single attractor around a linearly-
polarised state (P=4.75Pth). At themerging of the two limit cycles there are indications of chaotic behaviour
(to be treated elsewhere).
This phase diagram (ﬁgure 3(a)) can be qualitatively understood as a hierarchical succession of different
terms dominating the dynamics in equation (1). Immediately after the parity-breaking bifurcation, the energy
(ε) and dissipation (γ) difference between linearmodes, and the nonlinearity asymmetry (α=α1−α2), lead to
stable, almost circularly-polarised ﬁxed-point steady states. As the power is increased, γ becomes negligible and
the systemundergoes aHopf bifurcation into effectively conservative spin dynamics. The only relevant terms
become ε andα, with the two limit cycle solutions corresponding to self-trapping of two coupled condensates
[23, 36]. As the power is further increased,α becomes less and less important (compared to the dissipation
nonlinearities), and the self-trapping solutions are destabilised until effectively linear and conservative spin
dynamics are obtained, with oscillations around the lowest energy linearly-polarisedmode governed by ε.
Using this understanding of the solutions of equation (1) gives a simpler explanation for the experimental
power dependence of theﬂip rate. At the bifurcation, two circularly polarised states are formed very close to each
other, and noise from the feeding of polaritons can easily kick the condensate fromone state to the other and
induce a spin ﬂip. As the power is increased, the two statesmove away from each other in polarisation space,
quickly developing a strong degree of circular polarisation, andmaking it harder for noise to induce spin ﬂips.
This scenario reverses as the two steady states turn into limit cycles with amplitude that slowly increases as we
increase the power: the two states come closer together, allowing noise to start inducing spin ﬂips again.
4. Sub-50 ps spinﬂips
To further understand the dynamics of the system, the speed of individual spin ﬂips ismeasured using single-
shot imaging on a streak camera.While themaximum time resolution of the streak in synchroscanmode is 2 ps,
the comparatively smaller signal-to-noise in these single shot images results in a time resolution of 20 ps.We
work at a pumppowerwith a smallﬂip rate to be able to easily identify individual spin ﬂips.
Raw streak images (ﬁgure 4(a)) clearly reveal spinﬂips, here with ameasuredﬂip time of 52±1 ps. This is
estimated byﬁtting an error function to the horizontally-binned spin trace (ﬁgure 4(b)), and extracting the time
taken to go from10% to 90%of the full spinﬂip (the standard deviation is extracted from the ﬁtting). Repeating
this procedure formanywell-isolated spin ﬂips gives histograms of the spin ﬂip times (ﬁgure 4(c)).
Figure 4.Raw streak image showing single-photon events (a) and extracted spin trace (b) of an ultrafast ﬂipwith duration 52±1 ps
(c) histogramofﬁtted ﬂipping duration times.
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Weobserve that 20%of spin ﬂips occur on timescales (<50 ps) comparable to the polariton lifetime (7 ps),
as well as a signiﬁcant number of spin ﬂips that appear to take signiﬁcantly longer times (though thesemay also
arise frommultipleﬂips or oscillations that cannot be time-resolved). The spin dynamics of the system are
governed by the nonlinear interactions which, above threshold, can be faster than the polariton lifetime and have
been used to create ultrafastmemory devices [37]. The direct single-shot observation of stochastic spin ﬂipping
presented here provides a new tool to probe thesemacroscopic quantum systems, as well as showcase their
capability for RNGdevices.
5. Conclusion anddiscussion
We studied the inﬂuence of pumppower on the stability of spin-bifurcated trapped polariton condensates.We
observed a variation of the spin-ﬂip rate bymore than four orders ofmagnitude and an extreme non-
monotonous dependence on pump power.Wemapped the spin-power phase diagramof the condensate and
found that this non-monotonous behaviour is rooted in the asymmetric cross-spin to same-spin scattering
between polaritons and reservoir excitons. Qualitative agreement between simulations and experiment was
found for ratios of cross-/co-spin scattering∼0.6, in contrast with the literature valueswhere it has generally
been assumed to be 0 or 1. These values do not correspond to the scattering constants of excitons, but rather to
the values required in the phenomenologicalmodel to achieve agreementwith experiment. Our simulations also
predicted the existence of self-sustained polarisation oscillations, never previously identiﬁed for non-resonantly
pumped polariton condensates.We time-resolved individual spin ﬂips using single-shot streak camera imaging,
andmeasureﬂips faster than 50 ps. This indicates that polariton condensates can easily compete with state-of-
the-art RNGs based on laser diodes [28].
We note that the non-monotonous behaviour ofﬂip ratewith power reported here contrasts with laser diode
systems, where noise-driven transitions between steady states increase with increasing power, and the focus has
been on polarization chaos and its applications to randomnumber generation [26, 28]. In this context, our work
paves theway for a polaritonRNG that can be easily parallelised by creatingmultiple disconnected trapped
condensates on the same chip. It would also be interesting to study how the spin-power phase diagram reported
heremay change in the case of Josephson-coupled pairs [17], and spin lattices of polariton condensates [18].
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